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Abstract: We address the issue of how to control the highly complex dynamics that occur in a diode laser with delayed optical feedback. Our numerical study shows that through an external optical frequency filter one can have external control over several dynamical attractors.



1 Introduction Semiconductor lasers with delayed external optical feedback are known to exhibit rich nonlinear dynamical output behaviour [1], involving steady-state cw-operation (fixed point dynamics), self-oscillations (limit cycle dynamics) [2], quasi-periodicity [3] and chaos [4]. Various types of coexistences have been predicted with complicated bifurcation schemes [5]. Whereas early studies dealt with conventional optical feedback (COF) [2,5], i.e. without changing the frequency contents of the feedback light, more recently filtered optical feedback (FOF) has become a topic of interest [6,7,8], since it has the potential of control over the laser dynamics via two external parameters, viz. the spectral width of the filter and its detuning from the solitary laser frequency. The complex dynamical behaviour arising in lasers with feedback is primarily rooted in the undamping of the intrinsic relaxation oscillation in the laser in combination with the relatively large phase-modulation property of semiconductor lasers (expressed by the α-parameter). Filters not only provide a mechanism for controlling the influence of relaxation oscillations on the dynamical response, but they also introduce an externally controllable nonlinearity of the device. The original interest in optical feedback arose from a desire to understand the associated instabilities, and to develop strategies for controlling the underlying dynamics [5,9,10]. Lately, it has become evident that in certain instances, these instabilities can have practical applications, and chaotic encryption is a prime example of such an application [11,12,13]. Of course, instabilities can only be useful if one knows how to control them. One very attractive feature of using a filter to influence the dynamics is that the mechanism is external to the laser and can then be easily controlled, as opposed to varying parameters that are intrinsic to the laser, such as the linewidth enhancement factor α, or even the external cavity round trip time τ in COF. In the dynamical systems approach, the filter can be seen as a mechanism for restricting the phase space that is available to the feedback laser system. During COF, the dynamics of the system occupy a specific region in phase space, which is determined among others by the number of different external cavity modes (ECM). Introduction of the filter not only decreases the number of ECMs, but also moves them around in phase space, which may lead to some unexpected dynamics. Occasionally, for certain parameters, the region of dynamics in phase space is split into two disconnected parts, such that the laser will make a choice 1



about which dynamics it will exhibit (filter-induced global bistability). The filter can be used not only to restrict the phase space, but also to target a desired dynamical behaviour in a specific region in phase space. The present analysis focuses on how the system’s dynamics depend on the detuning frequency between the solitary laser and the filter centre frequency. This parameter can most easily be controlled in an experimental situation by means of the laser’s pump current. We will present an overview of all the (stable) dynamical attractors that show up for a given fixed set of parameter values. This must be considered as a first step, since there is a huge amount of questions e.g. on the detailed influence of various parameters, which are to be addressed in future analyses. 2 Model The configuration under study consists of a diode laser, an external delay line and a frequency selective filter, as sketched in Fig.1. To describe this system we employ a singlelongitudinal mode model for the laser, while the filter is described by a Lorentzian [6,8]. In practice, the filter will be realized by a grating at grazing incidence or by some interferometric device like a Fabry-Perot or a Michelson interferometer, although in the latter cases the assumption of Lorentzian filter response is clearly an approximation, which ignores the effect of the filter’s free spectral range. The optical field in the laser is represented by E(t) = E(t)exp{iω0t} + c.c., where ω0 is the operation frequency of the laser in the absence of feedback (to be referred to as the “solitary laser”), while E(t) is the (complex) slowly varying amplitude. The model equations read: 1 E& (t ) = (1 + iα )ξn(t ) E (t ) + γF (t ) , (1) 2 F& (t ) = ΛE (t − τ ) exp(−iω 0τ ) + (iω f − Λ ) F (t ) , (2) n& (t ) = J − J thr −



n(t ) 2 − [Γ0 + ξn(t )] E (t ) . T1



(3)



Here, F(t) is the (complex) field amplitude re-entering from the laser cavity, n(t) describes the inversion, or the number of electron-hole pairs relative to their value at solitary laser operation, Λ is the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the (Lorentzian) filter, ωf the centre frequency of the filter relative to the solitary laser frequency ω0. J=I/e is the normalized pump rate, I the pump current, Jthr the pump rate at the solitary laser threshold of the specific longitudinal mode and ωthr the corresponding threshold frequency. The description of the solitary laser, according to (1) and (3), yields total clamping of the inversion above the laser threshold and thus implies clamping of the solitary laser frequency ω0. In a real laser, however, the clamping is not total, as a result of heating and the presence of spontaneous emission. To account for this variation we set: ω 0 = ω thr − k ( J − J thr ) , (4) where k>0 is an empirical constant of proportionality. In principle, since the gain coefficient ξ depends on frequency, it will show variations with the pump rate as well. However, as we do not expect any significant effect resulting from the modest frequency variation range here considered (20 GHz), the gain coefficient is taken constant. All other parameters are identified in Table 1. Writing E(t)≡√P(t)exp{iφ(t)} where φ(t) and P(t) are the slowly varying phase and power, the normalization is such that P equals the number of photons inside the laser. Consistent with this normalization, n represents the number of electron-hole pairs in the active layer.
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3 External cavity modes The simplest modes of operation are those corresponding to single-frequency light emission. In dynamical systems language these modes are derived from the fixed points of (1-3), i.e. the solutions of the form∗ E (t ) = Ps exp[i∆ω s t ] ,



(5)



F (t ) = Qs exp[i (∆ω st + θ s )] ,



(6)



n(t ) = ns ,



(7)



where Ps , Qs ≥ 0 , ∆ω s ,θ s , ns ∈ ℜ are time-independent quantities. After inserting (5)-(7) into (1)-(3) five equations for the quantities are derived. A closed transcendental equation for the phase difference ∆ωs can be derived reading ∆ω sτ = −Ceff sin[∆ω sτ + ω 0τ + arctan(α ) , (8) − arctan[(∆ω s − ω f ) / Λ ] where C eff =



γτΛ (1 + α 2 Λ2 + ( ∆ω s − ω f ) 2



.



(9)



Eq.(8) is solved numerically for the operation frequencies ∆ωs,i of the fixed points where after the corresponding power and inversion levels Ps ,i , Qs ,i ,φ s ,i , ns ,i can be calculated. A comparison with COF shows that the number of fixed points for FOF is always smaller than for COF. This is a direct consequence of the fact that (see (9)) Ceff ≤ C ≡ γτ 1 + α 2 , the effective feedback strength for COF. In Fig.2 the fixed-point frequencies calculated from (7) are plotted versus the solitary laser frequency ω0. A continuous, multi-valued and wiggling curve is observed. For this case the filter centre frequency is at –32 GHz with respect to ωthr and the filter HWHM Λ= 2 GHz. Here, the pump rate J is varied within an interval J ∈ [ J min , J max ] , where the centre value of this interval is 1.4Jthr. The intersections of the curve with a vertical line give the fixed points at that particular value of ω0. The three insets correspond to such vertical intersections and show the fixed point values in the (η,P)-plane for some fixed value of the pump current. Here η is the feedback roundtrip phase difference, i.e. η ≡ φ(t)-φ(t-τ). For a fixed point η equals ∆ωsτ, where ∆ωs is the corresponding frequency shift. The round-trip phase difference governs the interference between the feedback light and the laser light. The modes correspond to constructive interference; the anti-modes to destructive. Fixed points appear and disappear pair wise in saddle node bifurcations, that is one of them, the anti-mode, is an unstable saddle point. Generally, moving upwards along a vertical line, the first intersection is a mode, followed by an anti-mode, then again a mode etc. and the last intersection is a mode again. Stability analysis should tell us whether or not a mode is stable, but anti-modes are always unstable. In Fig.2 the amplitude of wiggles clearly reflects the Lorentzian filter profile shape. Inset (c) shows two distinct islands of fixed points, i.e. a global “bistability”, induced by the filter. Roughly speaking the system can choose here out of two operational states; either profit from maximum feedback and adjust its frequency, or ignore the feedback and operate as a laser with weak feedback. Note that in (c) the filter ECM has higher intensity than the weakfeedback ECMs. This is a consequence of the phase-amplitude coupling described by α [14], ∗



The word fixed point is used here in a more general meaning, than the usual definition of strictly timeindependent solutions.
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which implies higher intensities on red shifts. The opposite effect is seen below the filter centre frequency, with the filter ECM having higher intensity. 4 Dynamics Numerical integrations of (1)-(3) are performed using a modified Runge-Kutta method of fourth order [15]. The physical quantities power P, inversion n and phase difference η span a three-dimensional phase sub-space to which we will restrict most of our analysis. Since mathematically speaking the full phase space of our delay system is infinitely dimensional, it should be realized that our analysis concerns projections onto the three-dimensional phase sub-space. In order to allow quick overview of all the different types of dynamics that may occur during a full scan of the solitary laser frequency as in Fig.2, we have used a representation very similar to the Poincaré section that works so well for finite-dimensional systems. We intersect the trajectory with a plane Σ in (P,n,η) sub-space. This plane is constructed in such a manner that all fixed points are almost on it (the fixed points do not lie exactly on a plane). Since the positions of fixed points change with the detuning and the filter width, Σ changes with ω0. Mostly these changes are smooth, but each time the number of fixed points changes, an abrupt change of Σ occurs, leading to artificial discontinuities in the trace of the attractor, as for example seen in attractor (g) in Fig.3. Our main results are summarized in the rather complicated Fig.3. In fact, this figure comprises the information one could collect in an experiment where one (slowly) scans the solitary laser frequency through the filter profile, similar to the experiment in [8]. Fig.3 should be viewed together with Fig.4 where samples of dynamics are shown in the (η,P)plane together with corresponding representative time series of the power for the attractor indicated. Fixed points surrounded by a box indicate stable CW-operation at that fixed point. Note that the vertical scales differ in magnitude and so does the range for the time series in the subplots of Fig.4. The horizontal axis in Fig.3 gives the solitary-laser frequency relative to threshold (see text around (4)), while the vertical axis gives the instantaneous operating frequency with respect to threshold, ω0 + η (t)/τ. The grey curly line gives the fixed points (as in Fig.2), the black segments on this line indicate stable operation on a fixed point. The black dots indicate instantaneous values of the operation frequency at the intersections with Σ. The results in Figs.3,4 pertain to a situation of the laser biased high above threshold, that is J ~ 1.4Jthr. Note that at this bias the system would be in the coherence collapse regime in case of COF. The line shape of a diode laser in unstable operation i.e. when the relaxation oscillations are undamped, consists of a main peak and two side peaks located ~ ±ωRO away in frequency from the main peak. Here ωRO is the relaxation oscillation angular frequency. As the solitary laser frequency is detuned ~ ±ωRO from the centre of the filter, the side peaks can “leak” back into the laser diode. At these detuning values most of the direct feedback from the main peak is suppressed and in absence of relaxation oscillations the light re-entering the laser diode corresponds to very low feedback strengths. However, when the laser does have some ROdynamics, side peaks will exist and the effective feedback strength increases, thus sustaining the RO. This is what happens at detuning –27 GHz, roughly 5 GHz (~ωRO) above the filter centre, indicated by (a) in Fig.3. Here, a RO-based chaotic dynamics is observed, see Fig.4a, but also RO-based limit cycles occur at slightly different detuning, see Fig.4b. Surprisingly, a similar structure of RO-induced dynamics when the laser is detuned one RO-frequency below the filter centre (i.e. at –37 GHz) does not occur at all. The explanation for this apparent asymmetry lies in the amplitude-phase coupling mechanism expressed by the α-parameter [14]. According to this, laser operation below the solitary frequency generally
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leads to higher output intensities, while up-shifted operation leads to lower intensities. Under the tuning condition of case (a) in Fig.3, the laser would increase its output intensity if it could shift its frequency down to the filter centre. But since a stable filter-induced ECM is not yet available, this is not a real possibility. In stead, by developing RO-dynamics the laser has found an alternative way of profiting from the filter. On the other side of the filter, filterinduced dynamics would not be favourable anyway, since now highest intensity is reached close to solitary laser frequencies. A cascade of Hopf bifurcations occurs as the solitary laser frequency comes closer to the centre of the filter (c). Note that this limit cycle has RO-periodicity (Fig.4c). Meanwhile one of the fixed points in the centre of the filter changes its stability and a state of CW operation at that frequency becomes available to the system (d). Just before the fixed-point islands become connected, the system resides on a chaotic attractor indicated by (e). Then a region of multistability follows, where several quasi-periodic oscillation states and limit cycles exist simultaneously (Fig.4f). The timescales of the dynamics in this region are usually a mixture of the RO time scale and the external cavity roundtrip time. In the two 3τ long time series in Fig.4f the multi-period limit cycles are shown. The fast oscillations are on the RO-time scale while the period of the limit cycle itself is τ. This multi-stable behaviour continues as the solitary laser frequency approaches the centre of the filter. Here is co-existence among several CW-states and a limit cycle oscillating at the RO-frequency and arising from a Hopf-bifurcation at -31.5 GHz (see Fig.4g where a τlong segment of the time series of the limit cycle is also shown). As the solitary laser frequency moves down further away from the centre of the filter (positive detuning), the number of multi-stable states decreases and chaotic attractors become more frequent, of which the one around -34 GHz is the most pronounced (h). A sample of this attractor is shown in Fig.4h. After this attractor only CW-operation occurs on the stable fixed points (ECM’s) in the solitary laser island (i). The specific fixed point of operation depends on the initial conditions. The main conclusion we draw from our simulations is that the filter detuning can be used for controlled access to the various different dynamics. For the time scale parameters here studied, most of the dynamics show relaxation oscillations, sometimes in limit cycles but also large regions of chaotic RO dynamics are seen. External roundtrip oscillations are seen mainly when the solitary laser frequency is positioned in the right-hand side flank of the filter profile, right at the point where the filter-induced nonlinearity is largest. Also a filter-induced wavelength bistability is found between stable ECM operation on the one hand and RO-based limit cycle dynamics on the other hand. The observed large asymmetry in dynamical behaviour with respect to positive or negative detuning is due to the α-parameter. In the simulations no spontaneous emission noise was included, but currently the influence of noise on the dynamics is under investigation. In general, deterministic analysis gives good clues as to the nature of the dynamics, as long as the attractors are not marginally stable, that is, on the edge of stability. Close to a bifurcation and in case of co-existence of dynamical attractors, the issue of stability may become crucial. In order to accurately predict the dynamics in these regions one must include noise in the modelling. For example, in the situations depicted in Figs.4c-g noise will make the system choose among the various coexisting attractors and based on deterministic analysis we can therefore not explicitly state which attractors will show up in an experiment. Acknowledgement GV is pleased to acknowledge the hospitality of the Vrije Universiteit, and partial support from the NSF.
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Table 1 : The parameter values used in the simulations Quantity Symbol Value Linewidth enhancement 2 α factor Feedback rate 11.18 109s-1 γ External Cavity roundtrip 3 ns τ time Differential gain coefficient ξ 2.142 104s-1 11 -1 Photon decay rate Γ0 3.57 10 s Carrier decay rate T1 0.167 ns Threshold pump rate Jthr 1.4 1017s-1 Pump rate J ~1.4Jthr Pump current induced k 3.58 frequency shift GHz/mA
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Figure 1 Sketch of set up studied for filtered optical feedback. The diode laser DL emits light which passes through a beam splitter, an optical isolator and a frequency filter. The filtered light is fed back into the diode laser. The optical isolator makes the external ring unidirectional. The pump current of the diode laser can either be fixed or scanned as explained in Sec.2 Figure 2 Compound-cavity mode frequency versus solitary mode frequency in the presence of filtered optical feedback. In (a,b,c) the fixed points are depicted in the power versus phase difference plane for three different solitary laser frequencies as indicated. The filter HWHM equals 2 GHz. Figure 3 Bifurcation diagram summarizing the different dynamics that occur when the solitary laser frequency is tuned from below the filter centre frequency to above. Vertical scale gives the instantaneous frequency of the laser (relative to solitary threshold) in the presence of filtered feedback; horizontal scale gives the solitary laser frequency (relative to threshold). The grey curly line indicates the corresponding fixed points (as in Fig.2). The black portions of the curly line indicate stable cw operation on that fixed point. Black dots indicate instantaneous frequencies at the intersections with Σ (see text). Black dots organized in regular structures indicate limit cycle attractors; irregular structures indicate chaotic dynamics. Discontinuities in certain limit cycles, e.g. in (g), are artificial; they are implied by the Poincaresection technique employed (see text). The filter centre frequency is indicated by the dot-dashed vertical line and the filter HWHM is 2 GHz. Figure 4 Phase portraits for various attractors of Fig.3 are shown in the (η η,P)-plane together with corresponding representative time series of the power for the attractor indicated (by thin arrows). Fixed points are indicated by stars; a box indicates stable CW-operation at that fixed point. Note that the vertical scales differ in magnitude and so does the range for the time series. The bold horizontal arrows corresponds to the roundtrip time τ, the bold horizontal line to the RO period.
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